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HALF-SIZE '100'

'XJS LIFETREE'

When I first opened the envelope
and saw the photographs, I
thought "here's a good story about
a restored SS 100." It took more
than a second look for me to
realise that the car shown was, in
fact, a home built, half scale
working model ...
Builder K.J.
Charlton of
Adelaide, South Australia tells us
that the chassis frame is
aluminium channel, springs are
leaf, steering rack and pinion and
the body aluminum and marine
plywood. Headlights, sidelights
and windscreen were all cast in
aluminium from his own patterns,
as were the headlght lenses but in
epoxy resin. The car is powered by

Leo Schimanszky with his amazing painted X/-So
Below: The decorated X/-S, a 1988 car in full working order.
Sculptor
and
painter
Leo
Schimanszky celebrated the 21 st
year of the XJ-S in a personal and
very extraordinary way - he
created a painting with this theme
then transferred it to his 1988 XJ-S
coupe!
The car is in perfect driving
condition and must create
something of a stir on the roads
around Leo's Quebec home. The
painting itself is available as a
lithograph hand signed and
numbered; the artist can be
contacted at 147 Cote St Charles,
PO Box 466, Hudson (Quebec) ,
Canada JOP 1HO (fax: 514 458
7166).

The original .artwork, now
available as a signed, limited-run
(221) lithograph.
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Classic Jag
'on screen'

The result of several yea::;
and created under lice Jaguar Cars, the recently
'Classic Jaguars Intera
ROM is a venture
proportions by Oliver a;'
RPM Interactive of San F The CD allows you to ca
then view in detail many SS and Jaguar cars fr
sides of the Atlantic (i'''CLI:I'many JDHT vehicles), SOl
to the extent of opening
bonnets and even fi -;
engines! Along with the s :

